AP Psychology
Van Over

Day/Date
Monday,
March 7






Schedule—Block A
More Language!
View Crash Course, Episode
16, Language, and expand on
concepts of phonemes,
morphemes, and grammar.
Trace the development of
human language acquisition
from infancy through early
childhood.




Weekly Agenda
March 7—11, 2016
Schedule—Block B
Cognition—It’s not what starts
cars!
Explain the definition of cognition
(again) and note the evolution of
cognitive psychology through early
key contributors: Herbert Simon,
Alan Newell, Noam Chomsky, and
George Miller.

Homework
Watch the Kahn Academy video,
Problem Solving, and Decision
Making to review information
about cognition and its
relationship to decision making.
Take notes according the Video
note-taking guidelines listed
below.
 Subject to collection on
Tuesday, 3/8
 Read Myers, Mods 39 and 40.
Take notes using the guidelines,
outlined below.
 Also, watch this AP Teacher
discuss hunger and obesity—
definitely pay attention to
hypothalamus discussion. Take
notes according to the Notetaking Guidelines below.
 Possible collection on
Wednesday, 03/09


Tuesday,
March 8

Motivation to be Motivated
 Content Review from Mods
37-38
 Evaluate instinct and
evolutionary models of
motivation
 Time permitting: Harry
Harlow and the Baby
Monkeys

ME HUNGRY!
 Examine the relationship that may
(or may not) exist between food,
hunger, and attitude.
 Examine the factors associated
with obesity

Wednesday,
March 9
Late Start

Human Sexuality
 Explain significance on two
key studies on human
sexuality from Masters and
Johnson and Alfred Kinsey.
I am in a glass case of EMOTION!
 Emotions and Psychology
and why they may be just
part of human evolution (or
not?)
Units 7-8 MC Exam

We All Belong!
 Examine evidence regarding the
human affiliation need.



Read Myers, Mods 41 and 42.
 Possible collection on
Thursday, 03/10

Let’s Talk about Stress, Baby!
 Examine key theories surrounding
emotion and psychophysiological
responses to emotion.



Read Myers Mods 43 and 44. Take
notes using the Unit 7-8 Guide, as
outlined below.





Read Myers Mods 45 and 46. Take
notes using the Unit 9-10 Guide,
as outlined above.
 Video Notes Collection on
Monday, 03/14

Thursday,
March 10

Friday,
March 11

Units 7-8 FRQ

Special Notes:
 Unit 7-8 Test (MC and FRQ) on Friday, March 11, 2016.
 AP Exam deadlines are approaching. Sign-up at http://sduhsdapexams.com/



Quotation of the Week:
“There is only one thing that makes a dream impossible to achieve: the fear of failure.”

Paulo Coelho

Video Note-taking Guidelines:
Take notes from any video and ensure that they are separate from your Module notes. At the end of the notes, you will need to
provide a summary of the video’s content as well as indicate which key terms (from your unit guide) were included.
Module Note-taking Guidelines:
For reading assignments, take notes in outline form, like before, but frame your outline with the questions from the Unit 7-8 Guide.
Your job will be to decide which of those questions apply each particular module. Additionally, ensure that key vocabulary is
highlighted or underlined.

